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“Only when the tide goes out do you discover who’s been swimming naked.”
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IMPORTANT THEMES CONSISTENTLY AT ISSUE
• Lack of development activity: Despite the borrower carrying multiple subordinate loans (at 13% interest) issued by UDF IV
four years ago, no visible development activity – horizontal (roads, utility, sewer) or vertical (homes, amenities) – appears to
have begun and an official development plat, a precursor to development, has still not been approved or accepted by the
relevant local jurisdiction to date. As a consequence, these loans have not generated any cash receipts since issuance.
• Borrower financial issues: A senior lender in this situation issued a default letter in 2014 and provided notice of intent to
accelerate the debt and to proceed with a foreclosure sale. While the lender later agreed to modify the loan, the borrower
failed to timely pay its financial obligation, a recurring theme of Centurion’s affiliates. Public records suggest that a significant
number of Centurion affiliates are experiencing issues timely paying financial obligations.
• Loans repeatedly extended and grow significantly: Despite the consistent lack of development activity and apparent financial
issues of its borrowers, loans are repeatedly extended. Actions consistent with a third‐party creditor are rarely, if ever, taken.
• Potential disclosure issues: UDF provides descriptions of the collateral securing loans which appear to be misleading. Despite
this case and similar cases detailed by Hayman related to loans secured by land that appears to remain undeveloped for years,
UDF IV claimed in a disclosure that 0% of its loans were invested in loans to purchase unimproved real property as of the
period ended December 31, 2014 according to its Form 10‐K.
• Debt vs. equity questions: Considering all of the facts and circumstances, there is a reasonable basis to question whether UDF
loans are appropriately characterized as debt; if loans are determined to be mischaracterized, there are potentially significant
tax consequences, financial disclosure consequences and REIT qualification consequences.
• Broader implications: UDF‐funded sites are consistently characterized by an apparent lack of development activity, a failure to
generate actual cash income and significantly increasing loan balances. This leads to questions as to how UDF IV, through its
REIT structure, is able to fund its required distributions and to what extent UDF IV has relied on capital from new investors to
fund these distributions. Had UDF management not used capital from subsequent investors or subsequent funds to help fund
shareholder distributions, the issues which are present and evident today would likely have surfaced far sooner.
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OVERVIEW OF FINANCING OF ALPHA RANCH
A UDF RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT LIFE CYCLE
• UDF IV issued multiple subordinate, second lien loans to affiliates
of Centurion American in 2012.
• In connection, the Centurion affiliates acquired undeveloped land
in Denton and Wise County (combined tract in two counties).
• At the end of 2012, the balance on UDF IV’s second lien loans
totaled $11.4 million on a combined basis.
• To date, four years after issuance of the second lien loans, each
with a 13% interest rate, there has not been any apparent
development activity (horizontal or vertical) at the site, yet the
outstanding balance on the loans has doubled and the loans have
not generated any cash as disclosed by the Company in SEC filings.
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Source: UDF IV SEC filings (Forms 10‐Q and Forms 10‐K).
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SUMMARY TIMELINE: ALPHA RANCH

A UDF RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT LIFE CYCLE
UDF IV issues
2nd lien 13%
interest loan to
CTMGT Alpha
Ranch, LLC (Q3‐12)

UDF IV increases
CTMGT Alpha Ranch,
LLC maximum loan
balance from
$14.3mm to $17.2mm
(Q1‐14)

UDF IV issues
2nd lien 13%
interest loan to
CTMGT AR II, LLC
(Q4‐12)

UDF IV increases
CTMGT Alpha Ranch,
LLC maximum loan
balance from
$17.2mm to $27.3mm
(Q2‐15)

CTMGT AR II, LLC
fails to timely pay
senior loan; senior
lender sends
default letter
(Q4‐14)

UDF IV increases
CTMGT Alpha Ranch,
LLC maximum loan
balance from
$27.3mm to $29.8mm
(Q4‐15)
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UDF IV issued two separate loans to affiliates of Centurion American in 2012 related to Alpha Ranch (both at 13% annual interest
and both subordinate, second lien loans). To date, and four years later, there has been no development yet the loan balances have
repeatedly increased and the initial loan has been extended upon maturity multiple times, despite the fact that the borrower failed
to timely pay at least one of the senior loans, which prompted the senior lender to send a default letter in December 2014.

Source: Denton County Deed Records; UDF IV SEC filings.
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SENIOR LENDER SENDS DEFAULT LETTER

DECEMBER 2014 – CTMGT AR II, LLC: FOLLOWING DEFAULT LETTER, LENDER MODIFIES LOAN
• CTMGT AR II, LLC, missed a scheduled principal
payment and interest payment on a first lien,
senior loan with priority over UDF IV’s loan in
November 2014; following the missed payment,
the lender sent a default letter and later agreed to
modify the loan.
• “Borrower failed to make the payment in the
amount of $442,500 due under the note on
November 14, 2014 resulting in Lender’s default
letter dated December 1, 2014 accelerating the
debt and providing notice of foreclosure sale on
January 6, 2015.”
• This document was executed on December 23,
2014; just over two years after the loan was
originally issued. At the time, UDF IV also had a
second lien loan outstanding to, and owed by, this
Centurion entity, which at least as of the last Form
10‐Q filed with the SEC, was still outstanding and
owed to UDF IV.

Source: Denton County, Texas.

Dating back to December 2014, the public record
evidences that CTMGT AR II, LCC failed to timely pay its debts and
the senior lender took action; despite this and because the land
does not appear to have been developed to date, it leads to
questions as to the source of purported debt service payments
and whether the intent to create a debtor‐creditor relationship
comports with economic reality.
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SUMMARY TIMELINE: ALPHA RANCH (CONTINUED)

A UDF RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT LIFE CYCLE
2012
Loan Issued
13% Interest

2014
Default Letter

2016
Still No
Development

Given the fact that the Centurion affiliates have carried loans with interest rates of 13% for over four years
and that horizontal or vertical development activity does not appear to have begun to date (over four years later), there is a
reasonable basis to question the source of purported debt payments and the ability to make debt service payments; there is
also a basis to question whether the intent to create a debtor‐lender relationship comports with economic reality and the
commercial reasonableness of debt‐to‐equity ratios.
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POTENTIAL UDF IV DISCLOSURE ISSUE
LOANS TO PURCHASE UNIMPROVED REAL PROPERTY

• “We may invest in loans to purchase unimproved real property. As of December 31, 2014, we have invested 0% of our assets
in such loans. Unimproved real property is generally defined as real property [that…] (b) has no development or construction
in process […] and (c) no development or construction on such land is planned in good faith to commence within one year.”
– UDF IV Form 10‐K (12.31.14).
• UDF IV issued loans to affiliates of Centurion American in 2012; in connection therewith, as evidenced by subordinate deeds of
trust filed in Denton County, the affiliates acquired over 1,200 acres.
• Over four years later and despite carrying significant second lien loans from UDF IV with annual interest rates of 13%, there is
apparently no development plat approved and no evidence of horizontal or vertical development activity.
• Despite this and other similar cases detailed by Hayman, UDF IV claimed that 0% of its loans were invested in loans to purchase
unimproved real property in its latest Form 10‐K for the period ended December 31, 2014 – notably, since this period, nearly
two years have passed and the scheduled maturity date has passed once again, yet there remains no residential development.

UDF IV Form 10‐K

Source: https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1440292/000114420415016256/v402469_10k.htm
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IRREGULAR SUBORDINATE LOAN PATTERNS

LOAN BALANCES CONTINUALLY AND SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE, WITH ZERO CASH RECEIPTS
UDF IV’s second lien subordinate loan to CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC has increased from $11.0 million at 12/31/12 to $21.8 million as of 9/30/15.
This loan has been modified six times according to public deed records and the latest publicly disclosed maturity date has once again passed,
without any apparent repayment. This increase has occurred despite the fact that the collateral securing the loan remained the same over this
period (1,122 acres). While the collateral remained the same, beginning as of June 30, 2014, UDF IV began disclosing that the loan was
secured by 3,026 paper lots rather than 1,122 acres. UDF IV defines a paper lot as a lot that is “shown on a plat that has been accepted by the
city or county;” however, an official plat has apparently not been accepted or approved by the relevant local jurisdiction which leads to
questions regarding UDF IV’s financial disclosures concerning collateral securing its loans.

Same
Collateral

Note: Balances exclude outstanding amounts issued to CTMGT AR II, LLC which as of September 30, 2015 was approximately $2.0 million (see page 24 for detail on CTMGT AR II, LLC).

Given the facts and circumstances involving this “development”, the characteristics of this loan and the relevant debt versus
equity considerations, a reasonable auditor would likely question whether the loan is appropriately characterized as debt.

Source: UDF IV SEC Filings (content in table sourced from 12 separate SEC filings including Forms 10‐Q and Forms 10‐K).
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CENTURION AMERICAN APPEARS TO BE EXPERIENCING
SIGNIFICANT FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES AND LIQUIDITY ISSUES

CENTURION AFFILIATES WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES
• Evidence of financial issues facing a number of
Centurion affiliates includes a lawsuit filed by a
local school district related to delinquent taxes,
default notices, modification and extension
agreements which suggest an inability to timely
pay creditors and numerous tax lien contracts
which suggest an inability to timely self‐fund tax
payments to various local jurisdictions.
• This evidence is only that which has been filed
publicly and does not include any potential non‐
public issues addressed privately with other
creditors.

• Why is a residential land developer in North
Texas struggling to timely pay a considerable
number of relatively small debts given the
economic environment?
• As of September 30, 2015, this developer owed
approximately $615 million in loans to UDF III,
UDF IV and UDF V, collectively through
numerous affiliates. The average annual interest
on these loans is approximately 13% which
equates to roughly $80 million in annual interest
cost. How is this debt being serviced?

Centurion Affiliate Entity Name

Public Record Type

CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC

Modification & Extension Agreement

CTMGT AR II, LLC

Lender action in deed record / default letter

FH 295, LLC

School district delinquent tax lawsuit

CTMGT Frisco 122, LLC

Substitute trustee appoint / default notice

CTMGT Granbury, LLC

Modification & Extension Agreement

CTMGT Resort at Eagle Mountain Lake FL‐1, LLC

Tax lien contract

The Resort at Eagle Mountain Lake, L.P.

Tax lien contract

Maple Wolf Stoneleigh, LLC

Tax lien contract

CADG 2026 Commerce, LLC

Tax lien contract

Siena Homes, LLC

Tax lien contract

Crescent Estate Custom Homes, L.P.

Tax lien contract

CADG Lewis Park, LLC

Tax lien contract

CTMGT Lakeshore, LLC

Tax lien contract

Prosper Falls Development, LLC

Tax lien contract

MMM Holdings, L.P.

Tax lien contract

Centurion Acquisitions, L.P.

Tax lien contract

Source: Dallas County, Denton County, Collin County, and Tarrant County, Texas public records.
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IRS ISSUES COULD BE ENORMOUS AT UDF IV
DEBT VERSUS EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS

IRS GUIDELINES TO DETERMINE WHETHER DEBT IS REALLY DEBT –UDF IV “LOANS” RELATED TO ALPHA RANCH
• Considerations that would provide a reasonable
basis to question whether debt is really debt:

Excerpt from opinion in Estate of Mixon v. United States , 464 F.2d 394, 402 (5th Cir. 1972):

– Lender’s participation in management of the
borrower – there is a reasonable basis to question
UDF’s relationship with Centurion American and the
extent to which the lender potentially directs the
management of the borrower.
– Source of debt payments (principal and interest)
dependent on future earnings of the business – 13%
interest, zero cash receipts over four years without
any apparent development activity.
– Status of the contribution in relation to corporate
creditors – subordinate loan that has repeatedly
increased, while senior lenders have taken action to
enforce agreements and cause repayment.
– Thin or adequate capitalization – to be determined,
would need to review financial statements of
Centurion American affiliates; facts and circumstances
point to thin capitalization.
– Failure of debtor to repay on the due date – amended
and extended multiple times upon maturity, despite
borrower’s difficulty paying senior lenders.
– The intent of the parties – no one factor is controlling.

“The approach of this Court has been to consider all the factors and weigh the
evidence favoring characterization of the advance as debt or equity, while
realizing that the various factors are not of equal significance and that no one
factor is controlling.” – U.S. Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit (Mixon opinion, 464 F.2d at 402.)
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SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS
• A Summary of Alpha Ranch:
– UDF IV issued loans to affiliates of Centurion American
in 2012 in connection with the acquisition of multiple
parcels of land for future development.
– To date, over four years later, there has been no
apparent development activity (horizontal or vertical)
and no cash receipts associated with either loan.
– There is still apparently not an official plat accepted or
approved by the relevant jurisdiction, indicating that the
delivery of developed finished lots is likely still multiple
years away.
– Centurion American, through affiliates, failed to timely
pay a senior lender related to Alpha Ranch, a default
letter was sent and a notice of intent to accelerate the
debt and proceed with a foreclosure sale was made.
– Given the site had not been developed at the time the
default letter was sent (and to date) and given the
missed debt payments, it is unclear how this borrower
(an affiliate of Centurion American) has continued to
service its multiple senior loans or its UDF IV loans.
– Despite all of the peculiar circumstances, UDF IV has
repeatedly extended the maturity upon maturity and
the outstanding loan balance has continually increased,
doubling since the end of 2012, despite the lack of
apparent development.

• There is a reasonable basis to question whether the intent to create
creditor‐debtor relationships comports with economic reality given (i) the
apparent lack of horizontal or vertical development activity for over four
years; (ii) the high interest rate on the debt given the situation; (iii) the
lack of cash generated by the “debtor” to theoretically service principal
and interest; (iv) the subordinate nature of loans given the missed debt
service payments to senior lenders and the default letter sent by senior
lender; (v) the doubling of the loan balance over the reported period
while collateral has remained static and (vi) the multiple extensions of
loans upon maturity given (i) through (v).
• Given all of these factors, there is also a reasonable basis to question (i)
the original intent of the parties; (ii) the expectations regarding the
source of purported debt service payments and the ability to pay; (iii)
how the “borrower” was initially capitalized (thinly or adequately) and
(iv) to what extent future payments were dependent on the future
earnings of the business.
• Furthermore, the borrower represents 67% of outstanding UDF IV loans
(through numerous affiliates) as of September 30, 2015 and there is
evidence in the public record that a significant number of affiliates
related to this borrower are unable to timely pay financial obligations,
including property taxes. Despite what any third party report may say
about the “reasonableness” of a “loan” on a loan‐by‐loan basis (at
issuance), a reasonable auditor would likely have to consider all the facts
relative to broad red flags and loan‐specific red flags when evaluating
intent and determining whether loans (in substance, rather than form)
are appropriately characterized as debt rather than equity.
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WHY IS THIS RELEVANT TO UDF IV?
• The facts, patterns and characteristics of these loans are central to the evaluation and determination of whether a financial investment is
debt or equity, as informed by IRS testing guidelines informed predominantly by case law.
• Not only is the economic pattern relevant to the determination but the relationship between, and the intent of, the parties involved is also
relevant.
• An audit would likely be deficient if it did not rigorously test all UDF IV loans, collectively and individually, to determine whether loans were
appropriately characterized as debt rather than as equity investments.
• Without a reasonable level of access to the books, records and principal individuals of UDF IV’s purported borrowers (notably Centurion), it
would be impracticable to sufficiently test (i) the intent of the parties, (ii) whether the intent to create a debtor‐creditor relationship
comports with economic reality, (iii) the commercial reasonableness of debt‐to‐equity ratios, (iv) the source of the purported debt service
payments and ability to make debt service payments and (v) the extent of the purported lender’s participation in management of the
purported borrower.
• There could potentially be significant tax consequences (including potential REIT qualification consequences) and financial disclosure
consequences should it be determined that any, if not a material number, of UDF IV’s loans are equity investments rather than debt because
the primary underlying business activities would constitute “prohibited transactions” if directly pursued through a REIT.
• Regarding potential REIT qualification consequences, two income tests – 856(c)(2) and 856(c)(3) – ensure that REITs are used predominantly
to invest passively in real estate: (1) at least 95 percent of a REIT’s income must generally be derived from passive sources such as rents from
real property, dividends, interest, and certain capital gains, as opposed to “active” income from business activities; and (2) at least 75
percent of a REIT’s income must be derived from real estate sources including rents, mortgage interest, and capital gains on real estate. If
either income test is failed for any taxable year, UDF IV’s status as a REIT could be in jeopardy.
• Based on the publicly available information, there is a reasonable basis to question the nature of UDF IV’s relationship with its related parties
and its largest borrower (Centurion), which would inform in these determinations and potentially impact REIT income tests.
• The following pages provide supporting detail regarding the nature of disclosures (and potential disclosure issues), the apparent financial
stress of numerous Centurion affiliates, an overview of the future potential development site as well as relevant deed records.
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SUPPORTING DETAIL:
ALPHA RANCH SITE OVERVIEW

A DEVELOPMENT SITE IN THE FORT WORTH (TARRANT COUNTY) EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION
THAT LIES WITHIN DENTON COUNTY AND WISE COUNTY
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ALPHA RANCH – SITE OVERVIEW

FORT WORTH EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION MAP OF SPECIAL UTILITY DISTRICTS
• Alpha Ranch is a potential
residential development site in
the Fort Worth extraterritorial
jurisdiction (ETJ) and is situated
partly in Denton County and
partly in Wise County.

Alpha Ranch

• The site lies within the Alpha
Ranch Water Control and
Improvement District.

Fort Worth

Source: http://fortworthtexas.gov/uploadedFiles/Planning_and_Development/Planning_and_Design_(template)/Special_Utility_Districts.pdf
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ALPHA RANCH – SITE OVERVIEW (CONTINUED)

IMAGE FROM US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS FORT WORTH DISTRICT MEMO

• The site has a number of constraints for residential development including 30 gas well sites with 300‐foot setback
requirements and various right‐of‐ways to allow for servicing of the sites by the operators.

Red circles indicate well
sites

Source: http://www.swf.usace.army.mil/Portals/47/docs/regulatory/publicnotices/2016/SWF‐2015‐00200%20PN.pdf?ver=2016‐06‐24‐104510‐377
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ALPHA RANCH WATER CONTROL & IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
TEXAS HOUSE BILL (H.B.) 2508 & CITY OF FORT WORTH RESOLUTION
• The potential Alpha Ranch
development site falls within the
Alpha Ranch Water Control &
Improvement District, a special utility
district created in 2008 by the Texas
legislature, providing authority to
issue bonds, impose a tax, and levy
assessments for roadway purposes;
however, development plans and
assessments remain subject to
approvals by various local jurisdictions
and stakeholders. To date, no public
utility or road bonds have been
issued.

Source: http://www.legis.state.tx.us/tlodocs/84R/billtext/html/HB02508H.htm
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CBS DFW HEADLINE: VOTERS A ‘NO SHOW’ FOR
PROPOSED UTILITY DISTRICT IN DENTON COUNTY
ALPHA RANCH WATER CONTROL AND IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT – NOVEMBER 2015
“An election in Denton County to create a utility
district and fund it with hundreds of millions of
dollars in bonds drew attention when voters didn’t
show up at the Denton County polls. It also shed
light on an election practice allowing a handful of
people to control hundreds of millions of dollars in
bonds and the taxes used to repay them.”
“The ballot was to create an area called the Alpha
Ranch Water Control and Improvement District. It
asked to voters to approve hundreds of millions of
dollars to build roads, sewage and utilities. But the
project only sits partially in Denton County and no
one in that area was registered to vote.”
“While not a single person showed up to vote for
the utility district in Denton County, the project
spans two counties and four people showed up in
Wise County and elected to create the district and
fund it with $399 million worth of bond debt. It may
seem unusual, but the creation of utility districts by
just a handful of voters is fairly common.”

While no official plats have been approved by the City of Fort Worth or its
planning and zoning commission, which would be a prerequisite to any
residential development activity, just FOUR individuals showed up in
Wise County and voted to authorize (not fund) nearly $400 million in
future bonds. No bonds have actually been approved or issued.

Source: http://dfw.cbslocal.com/2015/11/04/voters‐a‐no‐show‐for‐proposed‐utility‐district‐in‐denton‐county/
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SUPPORTING DETAIL:
POTENTIAL DISCLOSURE ISSUES

DESCRIPTION OF COLLATERAL / LOANS ISSUED TO PURCHASE UNIMPROVED REAL PROPERTY
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UDF IV – POTENTIAL DISCLOSURE ISSUES
COLLATERAL DESCRIPTION: 3,026 PAPER LOTS

• While UDF disclosed that its loan to CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC is secured by 3,026 paper lots, no official plat has been
approved by the relevant county or city according to public records requests and discussions with local officials in Denton
County and the City of Fort Worth (the county and the extraterritorial jurisdiction in which the potential future
development site is situated, respectively).
• UDF explains in its Form 10‐Q for the period ended September 30, 2015 that paper lots are “residential lots shown on a
plat that has been accepted by the city or county.” If a plat for Alpha Ranch has not been accepted or approved by the
relevant local jurisdictions, a developer would not have approval or authority to begin development. As such, UDF’s public
disclosure of “paper lots” securing its $21.8 million second lien loan would seem to be misleading.

Note: While the disclosure indicates the location of the “paper lots” to be Tarrant County, TX, public records in Tarrant County indicate that neither CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC nor CTMGT AR II, LLC
own land in Tarrant County. However, public records evidence that the land owned by these entities is actually located in Denton County and Wise County.
Source: https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1440292/000114420415063906/v423157_10q.htm
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UDF IV – POTENTIAL DISCLOSURE ISSUES (CONTINUED)

LOANS TO PURCHASE UNIMPROVED REAL PROPERTY

• “We may invest in loans to purchase unimproved real property. As of December 31, 2014, we have invested 0% of our assets
in such loans. Unimproved real property is generally defined as real property [that…] (b) has no development or construction
in process […] and (c) no development or construction on such land is planned in good faith to commence within one year.”
– UDF IV Form 10‐K (12.31.14).
• UDF IV issued loans to affiliates of Centurion American in 2012; in connection therewith, as evidenced by subordinate deeds of
trust filed in Denton County, the affiliates acquired over 1,200 acres.
• Over four years later and despite carrying significant second lien loans from UDF IV with annual interest rates of 13%, there is
apparently no development plat approved and no apparent evidence of horizontal or vertical development activity.
• Despite this and other similar cases detailed at length by Hayman, UDF IV claimed that 0% of its loans were invested in loans to
purchase unimproved real property in its latest Form 10‐K for the period ended December 31, 2014 – notably, since this period,
nearly two years have passed and the scheduled maturity date has passed once again, yet there remains no development.

UDF IV Form 10‐K

Source: https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1440292/000114420415016256/v402469_10k.htm
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SUPPORTING DETAIL:
SEC DISCLOSURES BY UDF IV REGARDING
LOANS TO CTMGT ALPHA RANCH, LLC AND
CTMGT AR II, LLC
LOAN BALANCES CONTINUE TO GROW AND ZERO CASH RECEIPTS DISCLOSED

THE PRECARIOUS PRESTON MANOR
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UDF IV SUBORDINATE LOAN TO CTMGT ALPHA RANCH, LLC
LOAN BALANCES CONTINUALLY GROW, WITH ZERO CASH RECEIPTS

UDF IV’s second lien subordinate loan to CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC has increased from $11.0 million at 12/31/12 to $21.8 million as of 9/30/15.
This loan has been modified six times according to public deed records and the latest publicly disclosed maturity date has once again passed,
without any apparent repayment. This increase has occurred despite the fact that the collateral securing the loan remained the same over this
period (1,122 acres). While the collateral remained the same, beginning as of June 30, 2014, UDF IV began disclosing that the loan was
secured by 3,026 paper lots rather than 1,122 acres. UDF IV defines a paper lot as a lot that is “shown on a plat that has been accepted by the
city or county;” however, an official plat has apparently not been accepted or approved by the relevant local jurisdiction which leads to
questions regarding UDF IV’s financial disclosures concerning collateral securing its loans.

Given the facts and circumstances involving this “development”, the characteristics of this loan and the relevant debt versus
equity considerations, a reasonable auditor would likely question whether the loan is appropriately characterized as debt.

Source: UDF IV SEC Filings (content in table sourced from 12 separate SEC filings including Forms 10‐Q and Forms 10‐K).
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UDF IV SUBORDINATE LOAN TO CTMGT AR II, LLC
LOAN BALANCES CONTINUALLY GROW, WITH ZERO CASH RECEIPTS

UDF IV’s second lien subordinate loan to CTMGT AR II, LLC has increased from $400k as of 12/31/12 to $2.0 million as of 9/30/15. In the
interim, the borrower missed a payment on its senior loan and the senior lender sent both a default letter and notice of foreclosure sale.
While the loan balance has continually increased, there have been zero cash receipts and the latest publicly disclosed maturity date has
passed, without any apparent repayment. This increase has occurred despite the fact that the collateral securing the loan remained the same
over this period (161 acres). While the collateral remained the same, beginning as of June 30, 2014, UDF IV began disclosing that the loan was
secured by 501 paper lots rather than 161 acres. UDF IV defines a paper lot as a lot that is “shown on a plat that has been accepted by the city
or county;” however, an official plat has apparently not been accepted or approved by the relevant local jurisdiction which leads to question
regarding UDF IV’s financial disclosures concerning collateral securing its loans.

Given the facts and circumstances involving this “development”, the characteristics of this loan and the relevant debt versus
equity considerations, a reasonable auditor would likely question whether the loan is appropriately characterized as debt.

Source: UDF IV SEC Filings (content in table sourced from 12 separate SEC filings including Forms 10‐Q and Forms 10‐K).
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SUPPORTING DETAIL:
ABILITY OF BORROWER TO PAY

EVIDENCE THAT SUGGESTS AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN HAVE HAD ISSUES PAYING
FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ALPHA RANCH
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SENIOR LENDER EXTENDS LOAN UPON MATURITY

JULY 2014: CTMGT ALPHA RANCH, LLC – SHORT‐TERM EXTENSION, HIGHER INTEREST RATE CHARGED
• CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC entered into a short‐term (3‐month)
loan modification and extension agreement with its senior
lender upon maturity (2 years after issuance); the agreement
called for (i) a $250k non‐refundable fee if lender was not able
to repay the loan on the amended extension date and (ii) an
increase in the interest rate from 12% to 15% per annum.
• The short‐term nature of the amendment, the higher rate of
interest during the extension and the punitive contemplated
penalty suggest this was not just an ordinary course extension.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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SENIOR LENDER SENDS DEFAULT LETTER
DECEMBER 2014 – CTMGT AR II, LLC

• As previously highlighted, CTMGT AR II, LLC, missed a
scheduled principal payment and interest payment
on a first lien, senior loan with priority over UDF IV’s
loan in November 2014; following the missed
payment, the lender sent a default letter and later
agreed to modify the loan.
• While this is the earliest evidence in the public
record that suggests Centurion affiliates have had
difficulty paying financial obligations, it is far from
the only instance that supports this reality.
• Affiliates of Centurion American represent the
largest group of related borrowers for each of UDF
III, UDF IV and UDF V, accounting for 43%, 67% and
62% of total outstanding loans, respectively, as of
the latest public disclosures dating back to
September 30, 2015.
• Despite the apparent financial troubles and the
material nature of this related group of borrowers,
UDF has not disclosed any of these specific issues to
any of its unique public shareholder groups.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.

Dating back to December 2014, the public record evidences that
multiple Centurion affiliates have failed to timely pay financial
obligations; despite this, UDF has continued to extend credit to
Centurion affiliates through multiple entities and has not publicly
disclosed these realities to its shareholders.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN
WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES
• Evidence of financial issues facing a number of
Centurion affiliates includes a lawsuit filed by a
local school district related to delinquent taxes,
default notices, modification and extension
agreements which suggest an inability to timely
pay creditors and numerous tax lien contracts
which suggest an inability to timely self‐fund tax
payments to various local jurisdictions.
• This evidence is only that which has been
publicly filed and does not include any potential
non‐public issues addressed privately with other
creditors.
• Why is a residential land developer in North
Texas struggling to timely pay a considerable
number of relatively small financial obligations
given the economic environment?
• As of September 30, 2015, this developer owed
approximately $615 million in loans to UDF III,
UDF IV and UDF V, collectively through
numerous affiliates. The average annual interest
on these loans is approximately 13% which
equates to roughly $80 million in annual interest
cost. How is this debt being serviced?

Entity Name

Public Record Type

CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC

Modification & Extension Agreement

CTMGT AR II, LLC

Lender action in deed record / default letter

FH 295, LLC

School district tax lawsuit

CTMGT Frisco 122, LLC

Substitute trustee appoint / default notice

CTMGT Granbury, LLC

Modification & Extension Agreement

CTMGT Resort at Eagle Mountain Lake FL‐1, LLC

Tax lien contract

The Resort at Eagle Mountain Lake, L.P.

Tax lien contract

Maple Wolf Stoneleigh, LLC

Tax lien contract

CADG 2026 Commerce, LLC

Tax lien contract

Siena Homes, LLC

Tax lien contract

Crescent Estate Custom Homes, L.P.

Tax lien contract

CADG Lewis Park, LLC

Tax lien contract

CTMGT Lakeshore, LLC

Tax lien contract

Prosper Falls Development, LLC

Tax lien contract

MMM Holdings, L.P.

Tax lien contract

Centurion Acquisitions, L.P.

Tax lien contract

Source: Dallas County, Denton County, Collin County, and Tarrant County, Texas public records.

THE PRECARIOUS PRESTON MANOR
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN
WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES
• The Frisco Independent School District (Denton
County) sued FH 295, LLC for failure to timely pay
taxes (total claim amount = ~$229k); the suit was
filed on September 9, 2016.
• FH 295, LLC is an affiliate of Centurion American.
• As of September 30, 2015, UDF IV had an
“unsecured” loan outstanding to, and owed by, this
Centurion affiliate.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• CTMGT Frisco 122, LLC, defaulted on a 1st lien loan in June
2015; when a loan secured by real estate is in default, the
lender often appoints a substitute trustee to enforce its
deed of trust, which is exactly what happened.
• A copy of the “Appointment of Substitute Trustee” is
included on this page.
• The notice reads: “Default has been made in the payment of
the indebtedness secured by the Deed of Trust […].”
• CTMGT Frisco 122, LLC is an affiliate of Centurion
American.
• This document was executed on June 10, 2015, just over
two years after the loan was originally issued. At the time,
UDF IV also had a 2nd lien loan outstanding to, and owed by,
this Centurion entity, which at least as of the last Form 10‐Q
filed with the SEC, was still outstanding and owed to UDF IV.
• The first lien lender took action to enforce its rights as a
creditor while UDF IV (in a subordinate position) took no
such similar action upon maturity; instead, UDF IV has
rolled short‐term maturity dates on multiple occasions
despite the fact that development activities had not begun.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• CTMGT Granbury, LLC, was unable to timely make
debt payment on a $3.3 million loan and entered
into a modification and extension in return for a fee
in April 2016.
• “Maker will pay a loan extension fee of $30,000 on
April 22, 2016.”
• “Maker will deposit $55,000 with lender on April 29,
2016 as a reserve for attorney’s fees, expenses and
additional collateral.”
• CTMGT Granbury, LLC is an affiliate of Centurion
American.
• Once again, UDF had a second lien loan outstanding
to, and owed by, the same entity at the time of the
modification and extension agreement.
• The underlying property had not been developed as
of a site visit during 2015 and no activity in the Hood
County deed records support any such development
since then to date.

Source: Hood County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• CTMGT Resort at Eagle Mountain Lake FL‐1, LLC
entered into a “Tax Lien Contract” with “Tax Ease
Funding, LLC,” the tax lien transferee, in the amount
of $432k on May 20, 2016.
• As the contract states, the “Property Owner by
execution of a sworn document did authorize Tax
Lien Transferee to pay ad valorem taxes, penalties,
interest and costs due on the Property to certain
taxing units. Such sworn authorization permits the
taxing units to transfer the tax liens on the Property
to Tax Lien Transferee to secure payment of the Tax
Obligation.”
• CTMGT Resort at Eagle Mountain Lake FL‐1, LLC is
an affiliate of Centurion American.
• As of September 30, 2015, UDF IV had a loan
outstanding to, and owed by, this Centurion affiliate.
• The nature of this contract is evidence that the
Centurion affiliate was unable to timely self‐fund its
property tax obligations, a general sign of financial
distress given the broader pattern.

Source: Tarrant County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• The Resort at Eagle Mountain Lake, L.P. entered into
a “Tax Lien Contract” with “Tax Ease Funding, LLC,”
the tax lien transferee, on May 20, 2016 in the
amount of $85k.
• As the contract states, the “Property Owner by
execution of a sworn document did authorize Tax
Lien Transferee to pay ad valorem taxes, penalties,
interest and costs due on the Property to certain
taxing units. Such sworn authorization permits the
taxing units to transfer the tax liens on the Property
to Tax Lien Transferee to secure payment of the Tax
Obligation.”
• The Resort at Eagle Mountain Lake, L.P. is an
affiliate of Centurion American.
• As of September 30, 2015, UDF IV had a loan
outstanding to, and owed by, this Centurion affiliate.
• The nature of this contract is evidence that the
Centurion affiliate was unable to timely self‐fund its
property tax obligations, a general sign of financial
distress given the broader pattern.

Source: Tarrant County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• Maple Wolf Stoneleigh, LLC entered into a “Tax Lien
Contract” with “Tax Ease Funding, LLC,” the tax lien
transferee, on March 24, 2016 in the amount of
$574k.
• As the contract states, the “Property Owner by
execution of a sworn document did authorize Tax
Lien Transferee to pay ad valorem taxes, penalties,
interest and costs due on the Property to certain
taxing units. Such sworn authorization permits the
taxing units to transfer the tax liens on the Property
to Tax Lien Transferee to secure payment of the Tax
Obligation.”
• Maple Wolf Stoneleigh, LLC is an affiliate of
Centurion American.
• The nature of this contract is evidence that the
Centurion affiliate was unable to timely self‐fund its
property tax obligations, a general sign of financial
distress given the broader pattern.

Source: Dallas County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• CADG 2026 Commerce, LLC entered into a “Tax Lien
Contract” with “Tax Ease Funding, LLC,” the tax lien
transferee, on June 29, 2016 in the amount of $37k.
• As the contract states, the “Property Owner by
execution of a sworn document did authorize Tax
Lien Transferee to pay ad valorem taxes, penalties,
interest and costs due on the Property to certain
taxing units. Such sworn authorization permits the
taxing units to transfer the tax liens on the Property
to Tax Lien Transferee to secure payment of the Tax
Obligation.”
• CADG 2026 Commerce, LLC is an affiliate of
Centurion American.
• The nature of this contract is evidence that the
Centurion affiliate was unable to timely self‐fund its
property tax obligations, a general sign of financial
distress given the broader pattern.

Source: Dallas County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• Siena Homes, LLC entered into a “Tax Lien Contract”
with “Tax Ease Funding, LLC,” the tax lien transferee,
on June 29, 2016 in the amount of $42k.
• As the contract states, the “Property Owner by
execution of a sworn document did authorize Tax
Lien Transferee to pay ad valorem taxes, penalties,
interest and costs due on the Property to certain
taxing units. Such sworn authorization permits the
taxing units to transfer the tax liens on the Property
to Tax Lien Transferee to secure payment of the Tax
Obligation.”
• Siena Homes, LLC is an affiliate of Centurion
American.
• The nature of this contract is evidence that the
Centurion affiliate was unable to timely self‐fund its
property tax obligations, a general sign of financial
distress given the broader pattern.

Source: Dallas County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• Crescent Estates Custom Homes, LP entered into a
“Tax Lien Contract” with “Tax Ease Funding, LLC,” the
tax lien transferee, on June 29, 2016 in the amount
of $24k.
• As the contract states, the “Property Owner by
execution of a sworn document did authorize Tax
Lien Transferee to pay ad valorem taxes, penalties,
interest and costs due on the Property to certain
taxing units. Such sworn authorization permits the
taxing units to transfer the tax liens on the Property
to Tax Lien Transferee to secure payment of the Tax
Obligation.”
• Crescent Estates Custom Homes, LP is an affiliate of
Centurion American.
• The nature of this contract is evidence that the
Centurion affiliate was unable to timely self‐fund its
property tax obligations, a general sign of financial
distress given the broader pattern.

Source: Dallas County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• CADG Lewis Park, LLC entered into a “Tax Lien
Contract” with “Tax Ease Funding, LLC,” the tax lien
transferee, on June 29, 2016 in the amount of $69k.
• As the contract states, the “Property Owner by
execution of a sworn document did authorize Tax
Lien Transferee to pay ad valorem taxes, penalties,
interest and costs due on the Property to certain
taxing units. Such sworn authorization permits the
taxing units to transfer the tax liens on the Property
to Tax Lien Transferee to secure payment of the Tax
Obligation.”
• CADG Lewis Park, LLC is an affiliate of Centurion
American.
• The nature of this contract is evidence that the
Centurion affiliate was unable to timely self‐fund its
property tax obligations, a general sign of financial
distress given the broader pattern.

Source: Collin County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• CTMGT Lakeshore, LLC entered into a “Tax Lien
Contract” with “Tax Ease Funding, LLC,” the tax lien
transferee, on June 21, 2016 in the amount of $92k.
• As the contract states, the “Property Owner by
execution of a sworn document did authorize Tax
Lien Transferee to pay ad valorem taxes, penalties,
interest and costs due on the Property to certain
taxing units. Such sworn authorization permits the
taxing units to transfer the tax liens on the Property
to Tax Lien Transferee to secure payment of the Tax
Obligation.”
• CTMGT Lakeshore, LLC is an affiliate of Centurion
American.
• The nature of this contract is evidence that the
Centurion affiliate was unable to timely self‐fund its
property tax obligations, a general sign of financial
distress given the broader pattern.

Source: Collin County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• Prosper Falls Development, LLC entered into a
“Tax Lien Contract” with “Tax Ease Funding, LLC,”
the tax lien transferee, on June 29, 2016 in the
amount of $99k.
• As the contract states, the “Property Owner by
execution of a sworn document did authorize Tax
Lien Transferee to pay ad valorem taxes, penalties,
interest and costs due on the Property to certain
taxing units. Such sworn authorization permits the
taxing units to transfer the tax liens on the
Property to Tax Lien Transferee to secure payment
of the Tax Obligation.”
• Prosper Falls Development, LLC is an affiliate of
Centurion American.
• The nature of this contract is evidence that the
Centurion affiliate was unable to timely self‐fund
its property tax obligations, a general sign of
financial distress given the broader pattern.

Source: Collin County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• MMM Holdings, L.P. entered into a “Tax Lien
Contract” with “Tax Ease Funding, LLC,” the tax
lien transferee, on June 29, 2016 in the amount of
$45k.
• As the contract states, the “Property Owner by
execution of a sworn document did authorize Tax
Lien Transferee to pay ad valorem taxes, penalties,
interest and costs due on the Property to certain
taxing units. Such sworn authorization permits the
taxing units to transfer the tax liens on the
Property to Tax Lien Transferee to secure payment
of the Tax Obligation.”
• MMM Holdings, L.P. is an affiliate of Centurion
American.
• The nature of this contract is evidence that the
Centurion affiliate was unable to timely self‐fund
its property tax obligations, a general sign of
financial distress given the broader pattern.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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AFFILIATES OF CENTURION AMERICAN

WITH PUBLIC RECORDS EVIDENCING SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)
• Centurion Acquisitions, L.P. entered into a “Tax
Lien Contract” with “Tax Ease Funding, LLC,” the
tax lien transferee, on June 29, 2016 in the
amount of $11k.
• As the contract states, the “Property Owner by
execution of a sworn document did authorize Tax
Lien Transferee to pay ad valorem taxes, penalties,
interest and costs due on the Property to certain
taxing units. Such sworn authorization permits the
taxing units to transfer the tax liens on the
Property to Tax Lien Transferee to secure payment
of the Tax Obligation.”
• Centurion Acquisitions, L.P. is an affiliate of
Centurion American.
• The nature of this contract is evidence that the
Centurion affiliate was unable to timely self‐fund
its property tax obligations, a general sign of
financial distress given the broader pattern.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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SUPPORTING DETAIL:
TIMELINE SUPPORTED BY DEED RECORDS

UDF IV’S LOANS RELATED TO ALPHA RANCH HAVE BEEN EXTENDED AND INCREASED MULTIPLE
TIMES DESPITE CHALLENGES PAYING SENIOR LENDERS AND NO DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
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CTMGT ALPHA RANCH, LLC ACQUIRED LAND IN 2012

JULY‐31‐2012: 1,122 ACRES ACQUIRED, SELLER FINANCED A $7.75MM SENIOR NOTE TO BUYER

• CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC, an affiliate of Centurion
American, acquired multiple parcels of land in Denton
and Wise Counties in 2012; this first parcel of
approximately 1,122 acres was acquired on July 31, 2012
and a second parcel of approximately 171 acres was
acquired on August 2, 2012.
• In connection, the seller issued a senior seller’s note and
UDF IV issued a second lien subordinate loan.
• In November 2012, a second Centurion American affiliate
(CTMGT AR II, LLC) acquired a third parcel related to the
potential Alpha Ranch development site.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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UDF IV ISSUED SUBORDINATE LOAN TO CTMGT ALPHA RANCH
JULY‐31‐2012: UDF IV’S $14.25 MILLION LOAN WAS SUBORDINATE TO SELLER’S NOTE

• UDF IV’s loan issued on July 31, 2012 was secured by a
subordinate lien on approximately 1,122 acres in Denton
and Wise County; the senior loan with priority was a
seller’s note financed by the seller of the property.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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CTMGT ALPHA RANCH, LLC ACQUIRED SECOND PARCEL
AUG‐2‐2012: 171 ACRES, SELLER FINANCED A $3.485MM SENIOR NOTE TO BUYER

• At the time of the sale and issuance of the $3.485
million senior note to CTMGT Alpha Ranch LLC, a senior
loan issued by First National Bank to the seller dated
March 19, 2008 remained outstanding and retained a
superior lien; this parcel is located in close proximity, if
not adjacent to the first parcel acquired (prior page).

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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CTMGT AR II, LLC (RELATED) ACQUIRED THIRD PARCEL
NOV‐14‐2012: 161 ACRES, SELLER FINANCED A $3.8MM SENIOR NOTE TO BUYER

• At the time of the sale in November 2012, the seller
issued a $3.8 million senior note and UDF IV issued a
$2.8 million subordinate note to CTMGT AR II, LLC (see
following page); this parcel is located in close proximity,
if not adjacent to the first and second parcels acquired
by CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC. CTMGT AR II, LLC and
CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC are both affiliated with
Centurion American and Mehrdad Moayedi.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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UDF IV ISSUED SUBORDINATE LOAN TO CTMGT AR II, LLC
NOV‐14‐2012: UDF IV’S $2.9 MILLION LOAN WAS SUBORDINATE TO SELLER’S NOTE

• UDF IV’s loan issued on November 14, 2012 was secured
by a subordinate lien on approximately 161 acres in
Denton and Wise County; the senior loan with priority
was a seller’s note financed by the seller of the property.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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UDF IV INCREASES BALANCE OF SUBORDINATE LOAN

FEB‐27‐2014: DESPITE A LACK OF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY, LOAN INCREASED $2.9 MILLION
• Despite there not being any development activity 18 months
after issuing a subordinate loan, UDF IV issued a supplemental
note in the amount of $2.9 million secured by the same
collateral, increasing the total maximum amount of the loan to
CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC from $14.25 million to $17.2 million.
• To date, in September 2016, development activity still does not
appear to have begun and an official plat has still not been
accepted or approved by the relevant county or city based on a
public records search and discussions with local officials.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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CTMGT ALPHA RANCH, LLC REQUIRES LOAN EXTENSION

JUL‐31‐2014: SENIOR LENDER AGREES TO SHORT‐TERM EXTENSION AND HIGHER INTEREST RATE
• CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC entered into a short‐term (3‐month)
loan modification and extension agreement with its senior
lender upon maturity (2 years after issuance); the agreement
called for (i) a $250k non‐refundable fee if lender was not able
to repay the loan on the amended extension date and (ii) an
increase in the interest rate from 12% to 15% per annum.
• The short‐term nature of the amendment, the higher rate of
interest during the extension and the punitive contemplated
penalty suggest this was not just an ordinary course extension.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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SENIOR LENDER ASSIGNS LOAN TO ALTERNATIVE LENDER

OCT‐31‐2014: UPON EXPIRY OF EXTENSION AGREEMENT, SENIOR LENDER ASSIGNED ITS LOAN
• The assignment to Trez Capital indicates that CTMGT Alpha
Ranch, LLC repaid its original senior lender by refinancing with a
different alternative, non‐bank lender. Trez Capital’s senior
loans average approximately 12% according to a public filing.
• The assignment occurred on the maturity date of the extension
agreement with the original senior lender (October 31, 2014)
which was entered into on July 31, 2014.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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UDF IV ENTERS INTO SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT

OCT‐31‐2014: SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT EVIDENCES SENIORITY OF NEW SENIOR LENDER
• The new senior loan in the amount of $7.5 million, entered into
on October 31, 2014, was senior to UDF IV’s subordinate loan in
the amount of $17.125 million, which was increased by $2.9
million on February 27, 2014.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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SENIOR LENDER TO CTMGT AR II, LLC SENDS DEFAULT LETTER
DEC‐1‐2014: LENDER NOTICES OF REMEDIES, LATER ENTERS INTO LOAN MODIFICATION
• CTMGT AR II, LLC, missed a scheduled principal
payment and interest payment on a first lien, senior
loan with priority over UDF IV’s loan in November
2014; following the missed payment, the lender sent
a default letter and later agreed to modify the loan.
• “Borrower failed to make the payment in the
amount of $442,500 due under the note on
November 14, 2014 resulting in Lender’s default
letter dated December 1, 2014 accelerating the debt
and providing notice of foreclosure sale on January
6, 2015.”
• This document was executed on December 23, 2014;
just over two years after the loan was originally
issued. At the time, UDF IV also had a 2nd lien loan
outstanding to, and owed by, this Centurion entity,
which at least as of the last Form 10‐Q filed with the
SEC, was still outstanding and owed to UDF IV.
• To date, the underlying property has not been
developed and no official plat has been approved or
accepted by the relevant local jurisdictions.

Source: UDF IV Prospectus (Form S‐11) dated October 19, 2012; Hayman estimates.

Despite issues repaying senior lenders (both CTMGT Alpha Ranch,
LLC and CTMGT AR II, LLC) and despite no development activity
and no official plat being accepted or approved by the relevant
local jurisdictions, UDF has amended, extended and increased its
loan to CTMGT Alpha Ranch, LLC multiple times, through six loan
modifications.
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UDF IV INCREASES BALANCE OF SUBORDINATE LOAN AGAIN
JUN‐30‐2015: DESPITE A LACK OF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY, LOAN INCREASED $10.2 MILLION

• Despite not filing a deed of trust on the effective date, UDF IV
issued a supplemental note on June 30, 2015; the supplemental
note increased the total maximum balance by $10.2 million from
$17.2 million to $27.3 million despite there not being any apparent
horizontal or vertical development activity in nearly 3 years
following the initial issuance of UDF IV’s subordinate loan and
despite a default letter having been sent on a related loan.
• To date, in September 2016, horizontal or vertical development
activity still does not appear to have begun and an official plat has
still not been accepted or approved by the relevant county or city
based on a public records search and discussions with local officials.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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UDF IV INCREASES BALANCE OF SUBORDINATE LOAN AGAIN
OCT‐30‐2015: DESPITE A LACK OF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY, LOAN INCREASED $2.5 MILLION

• Despite not filing a deed of trust on the effective date, UDF IV
once again issued another supplemental note on October 30,
2015; the supplemental note increased the total maximum
balance by $2.5 million from $27.3 million to $29.8 million
despite there not being any apparent horizontal or vertical
development activity in over three years following the initial
issuance of UDF IV’s subordinate loan and despite a default
letter having been sent regarding a related loan.
• To date, in September 2016, horizontal or vertical development
activity still does not appear to have begun and an official plat
has still not been accepted or approved by the relevant county
or city based on a public records search and discussions with
local officials.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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NEW SENIOR LOAN ISSUED TO CTMGT ALPHA RANCH

JUN‐29‐2016: NEW SENIOR LOAN ISSUED AND SECURED BY BOTH PARCELS (1,122 + 171 ACRE TRACT)
• While no subordination agreement was filed (which is not
standard) and there is no evidence in the public deed records that
the existing senior loan related to Trez Capital was released, a
new senior loan in the amount of $8.5 million was issued in June
2016. Despite this, there is still no signs of development activity.
As such, it is not clear for what the proceeds were used but it is
likely that the proceeds were used to repay a pre‐existing loan,
either associated with the land in question or otherwise related
to Centurion, given all of the relevant data points.
• What is clear is that this loan is now senior to UDF IV.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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UDF IV SUBORDINATE LOAN MODIFIED AGAIN

JUN‐28‐2015: DESPITE A LACK OF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY, LOAN MODIFIED ONCE AGAIN
• Inconsistent with general property lien and past practices,
UDF IV did not file the note amount in its latest deed of trust which
evidences its sixth loan modification agreement; also inconsistent
with general property lien and past practices, a subordination
agreement was not filed with the county but UDF IV’s deed of trust
does reference that there is a senior lender and that there is a
subordination agreement with this senior lender.
• Why UDF IV is not filing deed records consistent with general
practices is unclear; as such, it is unclear whether this latest loan
modification represents an extension, an increase in the loan
balance or some other modification.
• However, to date, in September 2016, horizontal or vertical
development activity still does not appear to have begun and an
official plat has still not been accepted or approved by the relevant
county or city based on a public records search and discussions with
local officials.

Source: Denton County, Texas public records.
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